
Rules and responsibilities for visitors of the event Junktown 2019  

All persons on the compound of the event are obliged to respect the Operating rules of the 

compound (which can be seen at the entrance to the compound) and the following set of rules:  

 

Laws  

Throughout the duration of the festival, bear in mind all the laws normally applied on the territory of 

the Czech Republic.  

Full age  

The event can be attended only by persons of 18 years or older, without exceptions. No objections 

will be taken into regard. Persons younger than 18 will not be let into the festival area after checking 

ages at the entrance, and are not permitted to enter the area in any way through the duration of the 

festival.  

Entry is forbidden with dogs and other animals, no exceptions.  

Rule violation  

Visitors who don’t respect the rules of the event can have their identification bracelet removed and 

be expelled from the festival area. In case of serious violation of the rules, they can be banned from 

attending Junktown, other allied events and entering the compound for life. Persons breaking the 

laws of the Czech Republic will be reported and handed over to the Police of the Czech Republic.  

Every visitor is required to report all violations. If you noticed rule violations that could be dangerous, 

report it to the closest organizer or to the Info stand.  

Property damage  

Visitors of the festival are strongly advised not to take any items of greater value into the festival 

area. The organizer recommends not leaving any valuable items in vehicles, baggage, tents or 

habitations. Always have cameras, mobile phones, wallets and other valuables at your person, in a 

safely closed hand luggage. The festival area can be very chaotic and the terrain uneven, so lost items 

are often impossible to find.  

The organizer takes no responsibility for visitors’ lost or damaged personal property.  

Through the festival duration, the visitors are required to act in a way that won’t endanger the 

property of others or the equipment, set pieces or decorations set in the festival area.  

If you noticed any damage to your property by another visitor, we recommend taking an audio/video 

recording of a mutual agreement of financial or other compensation with your phone, and to write 

down contact information of all involved. If the damaged and the offender are unable to agree, we 

recommend contacting our Security and anti-conflict team through the closest organizer.  

Parking civil vehicles  



Because of very limited parking capacities for civil vehicles, the organizer can’t guarantee sure 

parking spaces. If you want to be certain, look up information on ride sharing on our web page. 

Owners of civil cars are required to respect the instructions of the Parking service (labeled with a 

hangtag and a reflective vest) and park the vehicles according to their instructions. Every vehicle 

must be equipped with a visibly placed parking card, given to them by the Parking service.  

It is expressly forbidden to park without the knowledge of the Parking service and on places that are 

not designated. Vehicle owners are obliged to be sparing with parking space, and always bear in 

mind to leave enough space on the road for a fireman truck, water cistern etc… The organizer is not 

responsible for damage on vehicles caused by inconsiderate parking. In the case of blocking the road 

passability, the organizer reserves the right to tow any vehicles.  

Do not leave valuables in vehicles. It is forbidden to set up tents or any campsites next to cars, 

blocking access into adjacent vehicles or blocking the passability of a fireman truck or similar.  

Health damage  

Visitors are required to take into account the specific safety risks of the festival area and the event 

itself, and to be vigilant for terrain unevennesses, the movement of vehicles and programme game 

activity through the whole duration of the event. Visitors, who aren’t participating in game activity, 

should approach them with appropriate respect, distance, soberness and vigilance.  

Visitors are required not to endanger the safety or health of third persons through their actions.  

Consideration and tolerance  

Through the festival duration, we ask visitors to help others, report injuries, collapses and health 

complications of other participants. We also appeal for consideration to the protected landscape 

area in the festival compound and its surroundings, and for respect for the peace of the inhabitants 

of neighboring villages. Do not stay in them when unnecessary, most necessary services can be 

provided by our festival facilities and our volunteers. A good and considerate relationship with our 

neighborhood helps the continuation of the festival and future plans in the compound.  

We also request that the festival visitors avoid any xenophobe, rasistic and politically presurring 

manifestations. Junktown is an apolitical event, and the propagation of any extremist ideologies and 

ideologies suppressing human rights is not welcome here, as well as propagation of real political 

parties and candidates. The exception to this are unreal, game and larp ideologies and organizations.  

Any sort of sexual harassment or pressure is considered a serious rule violation. Anyone, who is 

proven to have been part of any sort of harassment, will be expelled from the event.  

Hygienic conditions  

The visitors take into account that hygienic conditions can be different from standard summer 

festivals, camps and sleeping and other establishments. Visiting the festival is not recommended to 

persons whose health condition requires hygienically sound environment (for example after 

operations).  



Drinking water can be found in cisterns marked on the festival map. Drinking water will be marked by 

a sign (“Pitná voda” in czech). Please respect the organizer’s request to not waste drinking water.  

There is also utility water from a well available, marked by a sign “Pouze užitková voda” (utility water 

only). This water is not drinkable, and the organizer is not responsible for eventual health 

consequences brought on by drinking it.  

Mobile toilets are distributed in an amount adequate to the number of visitors, through the whole 

compound. Please notify the organizers at the Info stand about any potential malfunctions and 

deficiencies.  

We recommend that all visitors pack antibacterial gel in their hand luggage.  

Showers in the festival area are there only as an effort of the volunteers to provide better comfort to 

the other visitors. Their operation is not guaranteed and the organizers recommends bringing wet 

napkins for personal hygiene. Only throw used wet napkins into garbage bins, throwing them into 

nature is strictly forbidden.  

All catering in the festival area is provided by volunteers, and even though we try to maintain 

hygienic standards in a maximal way, the conditions can differ. Consumption of food and drinks 

acquired in the stands and camps in the festival area is at one’s own risk.  

Fire safety  

The festival is held in summer, in a period of increased dryness in an environment that requires 

increased fire caution.  

Visitors are required to act in a way to prevent formation or spreading of wildfire. That means 

respecting the interdiction of lighting previously unapproved fires, previously unapproved 

manipulation with fire, lighting any pyrotechnics unapproved in advance in the festival area or its 

neighborhood. Approval must be made beforehand and only using the official email contacts that can 

be found on junktown.eu.  

In case of wildfire or suspicion of its possible foundation, immediately inform the closest organizer or 

the Info stand.  

Smoking  

Please respect the prohibition of smoking in places marked by a sign. Only throw cigarette butts in 

garbage bins and ashtrays placed through the festival area, never on the ground.  

Garbage  

It is forbidden to throw trash elsewhere than in marked garbage bins. The festival area features 

recycling bins and compost. If you’re unsure where to put trash, ask at the Info stand. Visitor 

camping grounds must show no traces of garbage at the end of the festival, carry all trash into 

garbage bins. Getting rid of larger garbage can be consulted with organizers or at the Info stand.  

Respecting organizer’s instructions  



All visitors are obliged to respect the instructions of the organizers, which will be given by spoken 

word (personal instruction to obey rules), written signs (for example a no entry or no smoking signs) 

and audio instructions be means of radio broadcast throughout the festival area (usually noticing a 

driver who has not parker properly).  

For repeated disobedience, a visitor can have their identification bracelet removed and be expelled 

from the festival area. In the case of serious violation of the rules, they can be banned from 

attending Junktown, other allied events and entering the compound for life. Persons breaking the 

laws of the Czech Republic will be reported and handed over to the Police of the Czech Republic.  

Visitors, who aren’t sure of the meaning of organizer’s instructions can ask at the Info stand or any 

labeled organizer.  

Marking of organizers  

Festival organizers are marked with a yellow hangtag and a patch on their back with the inscription 

Junktown Crew. The same patch, in the shape of a flag, is the mark of organizer vehicles, which have 

special access authorities.  

In an emergency event (festival evacuation, wildfire, larger accident), the organizers will be marked 

with reflective vests, on top of the normal markings.  

The Security and anti-conflict team will be marked with reflective arm sleeves with the inscription 

Junktown Crew.  

Visitors are forbidden from wearing reflective vests, as these are only used to mark organizers in 

emergency events.  

Marking of visitors  

Visitors are required to visibly wear an identification bracelet on their wrist through the duration of 

the festival. Transferring the identification bracelets to other persons is forbidden. If, by an accident, 

you damage your identification bracelet to a point where it doesn’t stay on your wrist, immediately 

inform the organizers at the entry gate, and they will issue you a new one.  

Visitors, who are unable to identify themselves with an identification bracelet during the festival will 

be immediately removed from the festival premises.  

Visitor costumes  

The festival asks all visitors to respect the postapocalyptic dress code.  

We strongly point out that nudity is not considered a costume and showing genitals is forbidden. 

(Not counting official programme events and festival zones that have been clearly announced to 

permit nudity).  

Inspections of baggage and vehicles  

Junktown is a private event and all visitors have made a commitment to respect the organizer’s 

procedures. When suspecting rule breaking, the organizer reserves the right of a body search and an 



inspection of visitors’ luggage, campsite and vehicle. If a visitor refuses to undergo a security 

inspection, he can be expelled from the festival area.  

Banned and inappropriate items  

It is forbidden to bring working firearms, ammunition, pyrotechnics, explosives, items and substances 

dangerous to health, chemicals that haven’t been approved beforehand and items shooting flames 

into the festival area. Using gas stoves is permitted only on concrete surfaces.  

It is forbidden to combine consummation of alcohol and the carrying of sharp objects, knives, larp 

weapons, dangerous costume accessories and other objects that could harm other visitors. Larp 

weapons and accessories are permitted to use only during the duration of a game and for 

photographic reasons. It is forbidden to bring them into clubs and cramped spaces, where they could 

endanger other visitors standing around, especially bringing them into dancing crowds at concerts.  

Avoid bringing drones into the festival area and using them there. If you want to do it, you need to 

arrange it beforehand with an organizer and adhere to the laws for drone usage valid in the Czech 

Republic.  

Do not bring active radio stations into the festival area and its surroundings, you could fundamentally 

disrupt and endanger the communication of our integrated rescue system and important 

organization channels of the festival. Do not bring your own electric generators to the event without 

previous communication with the organizers using the email junktown@email.cz.  

Sound systems and loud speakers could needlessly disturb neighboring villages, so please avoid 

bringing and using them at the event. Music will be provided by the official programme of the 

festival.  

Drugs  

Consuming and distributing illegal drugs is not permitted by the organizer. We recommend 

consuming legal drugs carefully, illegal not at all. The organizers can’t be held responsible for health 

damage caused by drug usage. In case of nausea caused by drugs, look for Psycare organization or 

our medical team.  

Vehicles past the second gate  

During the festival, the compound is cruised by a lot of vehicles, which have been in time registered 

and their drivers made familiar with the specific rules of the road patrol using the email 

kary.junktown@email.cz.  

Unregistered vehicles are not allowed past the second checking gate.  

Any damage caused by such a vehicle is the full responsibility of its owner, whose name has been 

used to register the vehicle, even if it was driven by someone else. It is strictly forbidden to drive any 

motor vehicle with any blood alcohol level.  

Duration of the event  



The visitors are required to respect opening hours of the main checking gate, which will be available 

from Thursday, 20th of June 2019 at 12:00 until the end of the festival. Any previous arrival needs to 

be consulted with the organizer and agree on an exception on the email registrace@junktown.eu. 

The festival ends on Sunday, 23th of June 2019 at 16:00, after that time, all visitors without a 

previous agreement with the organizer need to leave the festival area. 


